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This paper describes the Tatami project at UCSD, which is developing a system to
support distributed cooperative software development over the web, and in particular,
the validation of concurrent distributed software. The main components of our current
prototype are a proof assistant, a generator for documentation websites, a database, an
equational proof engine, and a communication protocol to support distributed cooperative
work. We believe behavioral speci cation and veri cation are important for software
development, and for this purpose we use rst order hidden logic with equational atoms.
The paper also brie y describes some novel user interface design methods that have been
developed and applied in the project.

1. Introduction
The Tatami system design was motivated by three main goals: (1) verify distributed
concurrent software; (2) provide a distributed environment for cooperative work; and (3)
produce proofs that are easier to read. This system di ers from related systems with
which we are familiar, in many or all of the following respects:
1. it is rigorously based on an advanced version of hidden algebra allowing rst order
sentences with equational atoms interpreted behaviorally;
2. design is separated from validation, with a distinct language for each activity;
3. distributed cooperative work is supported;
4. there is a distributed multi-project database;
5. a specialized protocol maintains database consistency in the presence of semi-reliable
internet communications;
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6. a range of formality is supported from full mechanical proofs to informal \back of
envelope" arguments, using fuzzy logic for the con dence values of assertions;
7. web-based interactive documentation is automatically generated for proofs;
8. there are links to online tutorials on background material;
9. recent web and net technologies are heavily used, including secure http, XML [40],
XSL [41], SSL [39], and cgi; and
10. many user interface design decisions have been rigorously based on principles from
cognitive psychology, narratology, semiotics, etc.
Large software projects have multiple workers, often at multiple sites with di erent
schedules. Therefore it is dicult to share information, coordinate tasks, and maintain
consistent code, documentation and requirements. We seek to solve some of these problems by building tools to support distributed cooperative work over the web. Our current
emphasis is on proving properties of distributed concurrent systems, such as communication protocols. Although full formal veri cation is an option, the most practical approach
is probably to exploit the task structure of formal methods without the burden of providing complete formal proofs for all steps; in this way, formality provides a discipline both
for designing tools and for using them.
We focus on behavioral speci cation and veri cation, because real software systems
often do not satisfy their speci cations strictly, but instead only satisfy them behaviorally,
i.e., appear to satisfy them in all relevant situations. Our logic for this is hidden algebra
[19,35]. Code is regarded as secondary, because it can be (relatively!) quickly written
or even automatically generated from speci cations that are suciently modular and
detailed, and empirical studies show that little of software cost comes from errors in
coding [3]. Therefore we focus on speci cation and veri cation at the design level, and
avoid the ugly complications of programming language semantics.
Since we wish to assist ordinary software engineers in using formal methods to design
and verify complex systems, an important task for our project is to nd better ways to
explain and document proofs. Examining any mathematics book or paper, even one in
logic, shows that mathematicians almost never write formal proofs in the strict sense of
mathematical logic. The only proofs written this way are extremely simple illustrations of
formal proof methods, not proofs of any genuine mathematical interest. This is because
all but the simplest fully formal proofs are practically impossible to comprehend. Unfortunately, these are exactly the kind of proofs produced by mechanical theorem provers.
In order to improve this dismal situation, we suggest that the motivation and structure
of proofs should be made explicit, and that relevant background and tutorial material
should be integrated with proofs. These recommendations follow ideas from cognitive
psychology, narratology and semiotics [11,12], as discussed further in Section 3. In particular, the structure of the Tatami system proof websites was designed using algebraic
semiotics, which combines algebraic speci cation with social semiotics in the sense of [10].
The present paper is an extension, revision and amalgamation of work reported in [15,16]
and other papers. Although this particular paper focuses on system architecture and user
interface issues, for the convenience of interested readers, the bibliography attempts to
list most of the papers produced by the project, including those concerning other aspects,
such as the underlying formal logic. The latest information on the Tatami project can
always be accessed via its url, www.cs.ucsd.edu/groups/tatami/.
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2. Tatami System Design
This section describes the Tatami System, including its central component, a proof
assistant and website generator component Kumo2 , its speci cation language and underlying hidden logic (Section 2.1.1), its command language (Section 2.1.2), database
(Section 2.2), and its specialized communication protocol (Section 2.3). Some further
implementation details are given in Section 2.4.

2.1.

Kumo
Kumo executes proof commands, and generates websites that document its proofs.
Users of Tatami mainly interact with Kumo through its database management interface
and its two specialized languages, BOBJ for (behavioral) speci cations, and Duck, which
has commands for both proof execution and proof display. Kumo has two user modes,

called \browser" and \owner." Browser mode provides access to all of the public information, while owner mode is used for creating and editing speci cations and proofs. A
typical session goes as follows (see Figure 1):
1. Choose a project.
2. Optionally, introduce a new speci cation.
3. Select an existing unsolved proof task, or introduce a new proof task.
4. Enter or edit commands in a Duck text, and then execute it; this produces or
updates the corresponding proof website.
5. View the results on a web browser.
6. Repeat from step 2.
7. When done, save your work; all subtasks of the selected task are then entered into
the Tatami database.
User
editing
Proof
website

Duck code

Execute
Kumo

Figure 1. The Edit-Execute-Browse Cycle
While this edit-execute-browse cycle (again see Figure 1) might seem old-fashioned to
some readers, empirical studies [29] and our own experience have found that the current
fad for direct manipulation interfaces for theorem proving systems is actually counterproductive for complex proofs, although it may have some value when used on small
2
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proofs as a pedagogical aid, e.g., for beginning students of formal logic. The problem is
that the data structures that underlie proofs of any real interest are too large. Note also
that the speci cation may also undergo evolution as a part of the cycle described above.

2.1.1. Hidden Algebra and BOBJ

The Tatami project uses an approach to behavioral speci cation and veri cation called
hidden algebra, which extends standard many sorted algebra by distinguishing between
\visible" sorts used to model data, and \hidden" sorts used to model states, as originally
proposed in [9] and elaborated in many subsequent publications. This framework provides
simple and natural ways to de ne behavioral equivalence of states, behavioral satisfaction
of properties, and behavioral re nement of speci cations. Standard equational deduction
generalizes with small changes, but more powerful inference rules are needed for most
interesting proofs. In particular, we have been developing a series of increasingly powerful
coinduction rules [33{35], which greatly extend deductive power, and which in practice
yield conceptually simple and highly mechanizable proofs; the most recent of these is
called circular coinductive rewriting { see [34]. Recent research has shown that it
is impossible to give a complete recursively enumerable set of inference rules for hidden
algebra [4], so there cannot be any nal resting point on this quest. For details on hidden
algebra, see [18{21,34,35].
Hidden algebra handles all the main features of modern software systems, including
states, classes, subclasses, attributes, methods, abstract data types, concurrency, distribution, nondeterminism, generic modules, and even logical variables (as in logic programming). In comparison with process algebra and transition systems, hidden algebra
allows better control over the data involved, and admits equations with operations having
multiple visible and hidden parameters, thus greatly extending expressive power.
Behavioral logic is a diverse research area containing many approaches, including the
original hidden algebra of [9] and subsequent improvements in [14,19,18], the coherent
hidden algebra of Diaconescu [6,7], the observational logic of Bidoit and Hennicker [1,2,24],
and a new generalization of hidden algebra that tries to treat all these variants in a uniform
way [35,21]. These approaches fall into two broad categories, depending on whether or
not a xed data algebra is assumed for all models. All proof rules in use are sound for
all these logics, but all of them are also incomplete [4]. Padawitz's \swinging types" are
a powerful but less closely related approach [31].
The BOBJ (for Behavioral OBJ) hidden algebraic speci cation language extends the
classical algebraic speci cation language OBJ [23] to behavioral properties, and can be
considered a dialect of the CafeOBJ speci cation language [7]. Like CafeOBJ, it supports both classical and hidden algebraic speci cation; in addition, it supports behavioral
operations with multiple hidden arguments, cobases, and circular coinductive rewriting.
A very brief introduction to BOBJ appears in [34]; the system has recently been implemented in Java. The Tatami system and Kumo extend the logic of BOBJ by allowing
rst order sentences with behavioral equations as atoms, and induction for the initially
de ned data types.

2.1.2.

Duck
Duck contains the proof command language for Kumo, combining proof rules for

hidden algebra and rst order logic, including the following:
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elimination rules for 8, 9, ^, _, ), and :;
Skolemization and lemma introduction;
case analysis, modus ponens, proof by contradiction and substitution;
term rewriting and equational deduction;
induction; and
coinduction.
Duck also has a sublanguage for proof display, which provides the urls and sets the
parameters used when Kumo produces the XML le containing the tree structure of the
proof. For example, when conjunction elimination is applied to the goal T ` A ^ B , the
two new subgoals, T ` A and T ` B , are added to the XML le. Kumo then uses
an XSL style le to generate html text for the proof; at this stage, links to tutorials,
machine proof scores, and explanation pages are added, as described in more detail in
Appendix B. Duck also has the capability to place several proofs on a single page, and it
automatically provides appropriate cross-references to other proofs used, such as lemmas.







2.2. The Tatami Database

Any practical implementation of formal methods must support bookkeeping for proof
tasks, subtasks, dependencies, and speci cations. Our system does this using a distributed
database, the coherence of which is maintained by a specialized protocol. Each worker
has a local database which is conceptually divided into the three components that are
described in the three subsections below.

2.2.1. The Project Database

The Project Database maintains a list of projects, with their members and leaders. A
project is started by placing it in the database; the worker who does so becomes the leader
of that project. Information at the project database level can only be modi ed in owner
mode by the leader of a project.

2.2.2. The Speci cation Database

The Speci cation Database has two major parts, one for speci cations of data which
are used for values, the other for abstract (software) machine speci cations. A number of
binary relations may be de ned on speci cations, including the following:
1. Importation of one speci cation by another.
2. Equivalence and enrichment of speci cations.
3. Re nement for abstract machines.
4. Evolution from a previous version.
5. Equivalence and enrichment, for both kinds of speci cation.
There are also some important relations that hold among these relations, for example
that enrichment implies re nement, and that equivalence implies enrichment.

2.2.3. The Proof Database

The Proof Database keeps track of the support given for tasks and subtasks, which
can range from fully formal mechanical proofs to informal \back of envelope" arguments.
Alternative validations of the same task are also allowed. All this is handled by a data
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Figure 2. 2-occurrences and Peano induction
structure called a 2-dimensional directed ordered acyclic graph, or 2-doag for
short. Nodes in a 2-doag are labeled with validation tasks. Instead of edges, \fans" come
out of nodes, where each fan represents a validation step for the task at its source (see
Figure 2, noting that the leftmost and rightmost lines are just to make the picture look
more like a fan; they do not lead to nodes). A fan can have zero or more nodes as its
targets; these represent subtasks generated by the validation step. Furthermore, there
can be any number of fans coming out of any given node, representing alternative ways
to validate the task on the source node.
Navigation through 2-doags is accomplished with 2-occurrences, which are sequences
of pairs of positive integers, such as (1,2)(2,2)(1,1); given a node, such a sequence points
to at most one other node, by taking the rst number in each pair to indicate a fan and the
second a target node of that fan. Thus the above sequence says: take the second target
node of the rst fan, from there take the second node of the second fan, and then take the
rst node of the rst fan, as illustrated in the left side of Figure 2. A formal description of
2-doags is given in Appendix C. These structures may be further specialized as follows:
 A truthdoag is a 2-doag with a fuzzy truth value t(n) at each node n. A boolean
expression de ning t(n) is also associated with node n; it is the disjunction of the
expressions for the fans going out from n. We use the fuzzy logic of [8] to evaluate
the expressions. The truth value 1 means that there is a formal proof, while 0 means
that there is a formal disproof. (The logic of [8] di ers from the usual fuzzy logic in
using multiplication for conjunction, instead of maximum.)


A proofdoag is a truthdoag such that each node has a validation task; for formal
proofs, each fan corresponds to some proof rule reducing the task at the root of the
fan to the tasks on its leaves. The right side of Figure 2 shows a proofdoag update
that applies Peano induction for the natural numbers.

2.3. The Tatami Protocol

A problem with distributed databases is that local consistency can be lost if submitted
proofs are inserted without being checked. For example, if a proof p1 depends on a proof
p2 , then the former should not be counted as veri ed in a local database unless p2 has
already been entered. Inconsistencies can similarly arise when items are deleted. The
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Tatami protocol maintains the consistency of the Tatami database, taking account of the
following situations:
1. If the owner of an item decides to delete it, then ownership is passed to a randomly
chosen worker who is using it. A message is broadcast to all involved databases
to make this transfer public, and the item is deleted from its original location only
after acknowledgments are received from all of them.
2. When something is missing from a just received message, the message must be
retained, but not installed in the database until the missing part arrives.
Each message contains a 2-occurrence to specify the location of its update in the proofdoag. The occurrence of its parents in the sender's proofdoag are also sent, to enable
detection of missing data. The message format is as follows:
1. project name;
2. a 2-occurrence for the update;
3. 2-occurrences of parents of the update; and
4. a tag indicating the kind of update, which is one of submission, deletion, copy,
validation, status update, etc.
The atomic entities sent to proof databases are fans. Each message contains exactly one
fan together with its position in the proofdoag. Of course, workers sometimes want to
submit more than one fan; this is accomplished by dividing the desired sub-doag into fans
that are sent separately. Each fan F is assumed to have the following attributes:
1. a unique label which gives the position of F in the doag (occurrences can be used
as labels, noting that one fan can have multiple occurrences).
2. a message which encodes the fan F together with its label and all of its direct
parents' labels (note that F can have zero, one or more parents) and the other data
items discussed above.
We have used Kumo to formally prove the correctness of the Tatami protocol with respect
to a communication medium that can lose or duplicate data [22], and we have implemented
it using the IP internet protocol.

2.4. Some Implementation Details

Figure 3 is an overview of the Tatami system architecture. Its most important components are the Kumo website generator and proof assistant, the Tatami database, the
Tatami protocol, the Barista3 proof engine server, one or more proof engine (especially
some version of OBJ), and a standard web browser. The Tatami database is implemented
using the mSQL relational database system, and BOBJ and Duck are implemented using
Java technologies, including JavaCC for parsing. When viewing generated webpages in
browser mode, a modi ed http server is used, while owner mode uses a secure http
server, built using SSL.
The XML les generated by Kumo are passed to a processor that uses an XSL style
le to generate the html pages that are actually seen by users. Figure 4 is a UML use
case diagram showing in more detail the actions that take place when a Duck text is
processed.
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Tatami database
http server

mSQL
daemon

mSQL driver

mSQL
KUMO

BOBJ parser

XML parser

secure interface
https server

DUCK
processor

XSL
processor

SSL
BARISTA
encryption
package
OBJ3

CafeOBJ

other
proof engines

Figure 3. Tatami Implementation Overview
The Tatami project does not seek to re-implement the many complex algorithms that
are provided by existing publicly available theorem proving systems. Instead, Kumo generates detailed proof scores that are sent to appropriate proof engines using the Barista
server. Our current prototype wraps an OBJ3 proof engine, but Barista can easily be
adapted to other proof engines, especially CafeOBJ and (very soon, we hope) BOBJ.
This modular architecture was designed to facilitate use of a variety of logics. The
following components are ogic-dependent and would have to be changed to support a
di erent logic:
 a parser for the logic's syntax;
 a \provlet" for each inference rule, which is Java code implementing that rule;
 an XSL style le containing an XML display \template" for each rule; and possibly
 a new proof engine and server.

3. User Interface Design
Because we aim to help ordinary software engineers, user interface issues are of great
importance for the Tatami project. Cognitive science, semiotics (the theory of signs),
narratology (the theory of stories) and even cinema, have in uenced our designed decisions, as brie y explained below, and in much more detail in [11]. Of particular interest
is algebraic semiotics, a novel technique that provides systematic ways to evaluate the
quality of user interfaces, such as proof presentations.

3.1. Algebraic Semiotics

An important insight attributed to Ferdinand de Saussure [37] is that signs should not
be considered in isolation, but rather as elements of systems of related signs, including
their structural aspects. For computer scientists, it is natural to formalize the intuitive
notion of a sign system using the tools of algebraic speci cation [17], as a loose algebraic theory (consisting of a signature and some axioms) plus further structure, such as
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Figure 4. Use Case Diagram for Duck Execution
constructors, a hierarchy of levels for signs, and priorities among constructors. A recent
insight that is important for the Tatami project is that representations can be seen as
translations or maps from one sign system to another [11]; it is similarly natural to formalize these translations using the notion of theory morphism from algebraic speci cation
[13]. But examples in our application domains show that maps between sign systems do
not in general fully preserve structure, and in particular, must involve partial functions.
These considerations motivate the de nition of semiotic morphism that is given in [11].
The key point for present purposes is that the quality of a representation can be examined
in terms of what structure is preserved by its semiotic morphism.
User interfaces are of course prime examples of representations, and it is therefore
natural to study them using semiotic morphisms which map from the sign system of the
given information to that of its display; the quality of the interface is then measured by
the quality of its semiotic morphism. Details, some of which are surprisingly technical,
may be found in [12] and [11].

3.2. Narratology

Typical proofs in modern mathematics hide the often considerable con icts that were
involved in their construction, since nding a non-trivial proof usually requires exploring
many misconceptions and errors, some of which may be very subtle. We claim that
proofs can be made more understandable, and even more interesting, if the con icts that
motivate their dicult steps are integrated into their structure, instead of being ignored.
As Aristotle said, \Drama is con ict."
An important resource for our work has been the theory of oral narratives developed by
William Labov [25], who showed that these have a precise structure, involving a sequence
of so-called \narrative clauses" which describe events (the default ordering of which corre-
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sponds to their order in the story), interleaved with \evaluative material" which evaluates
the events, in the sense of relating them to socially shared values. There is also an optional
opening \orientation" section, giving necessary background for understanding the story,
such as time and place, as well as an optional closing section containing a \moral" or
summary for the story; see also [26,27]. The in uence of these ideas on our proof website
design conventions is discussed in in the next section.

3.3. Proofwebs and the Tatami Conventions

Proof representations can be described at several levels of abstraction. What we call
a concrete proofweb describes our abstract structure for formal proof steps combined
with informal elments; it has a tree structure with proof steps as nodes, decorated with
pointers to relevant background and explanation material. An abstract proofweb has
a similar tree structure, but omits the background and explanation material, as well as
details of proof rules; only the information needed to support cooperative work is retained.
Finally, a display proofweb is a graphical representation, consisting of windows, colors,
navigation buttons, etc. Its content is the information provided by the corresponding
concrete proofweb.
Professional advice for user interface design in general, and for website design in particular, nearly always calls for using style guidelines to produce a uniform \look and feel"
that is appropriate for the particular application, e.g., see [32,38]. We have developed
the following tatami conventions as style guidelines for the proof websites generated
by Kumo, which we are calling display proofwebs:
1. Tatami pages are the most important constituents of proof websites, since they
contain the inference rule applications that are the heart of proving. Tatami pages
appear in a xed master window, an example of which is shown on the right side
of Figure 5; each page should have a relatively small number of proof steps (about
seven non-automatic rules per page works well).
2. Tatami pages can be browsed in a \narrative" order, designed by the prover to be
helpful and interesting to the reader; if possible, these pages should tell a story
about how obstacles were overcome (or still remain).
3. A prover-supplied informal explanation page is linked to each tatami page, discussing
the proof concepts, strategies, obstacles, etc. for that page; these can have graphics,
applets, and of course text; they appear in a dedicated persistent popup window.
4. Major proof parts, including lemmas, each have their own homepage, which can
include graphics, applets, and text; these appear in the same window as their tatami
pages; see the left side of Figure 5. There is a dedicated persistent popup window
for lemmas which has the same structure as the master window.
5. Major proof parts can have their own \closing" webpage to sum up results and
lessons; these appear in the same window as their tatami pages.
6. Formal proof steps are automatically linked to pre-existing tutorial background
pages; e.g., each application of induction is linked to a webpage that explains the
kind of induction used. Tutorial pages also have their own dedicated persistent
popup window.
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7. A detailed proof score is generated for each proof page; proof readers can view these
on another dedicated persistent popup, and can request their execution on a proof
engine, with result displayed in the same window as the proof score.
8. Each kind of webpage has its own distinctive background and frame; the frame
provides navigation buttons that are appropriate for that kind of page.
9. A menu of open subgoals is placed on each homepage, and error messages are placed
on the most appropriate pages. A summary of this information also appears in the
status window, which is a specialized popup that summarizes information about the
current status of a proof or part thereof.

Figure 5. A Typical Tatami Homepage and Proof Page
These conventions have the e ect of integrating proofs with the information that is needed
to motivate, understand and debug them, and should therefore make proofs easier to do
and easier to understand.

3.4. Justifying Design Decisions

This section applies the techniques discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 to some design
decisions for the proof websites generated by Kumo. We rst justify the tatami conventions using the same enumeration as in Section 3.3; many of these justi cation draw on
narratology.
1. Limiting the number of non-automatic proof steps on tatami pages to approximately
7 is consistent with known limitations of human cognitive capacity [30].
2. The idea of a giving a \narrative" order to tatami pages comes from the theory of
stories [25]; the idea of including obstacles comes from Campbell [5] and others.
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3. Attaching prover-supplied informal explanation pages to proof pages was suggested
by the close connection between narrative clauses and evaluative material in stories
[25]; the evaluative material provides the motivation needed for important steps
in the proof, by relating them to values shared among the community of provers.
Placing these in a separate window parallels the syntactic structure used in stories.
4. Using homepages for major proof parts is motivated by the opening \orientation"
sections in Labov's theory of story structure [25]; homepages appear in the same
window as their tatami pages, because they are part of the same narrative ow.
5. The optional closing webpages for proofs are also inspired by Labov's theory of
story structure [25], and they too appear in the same window as proof pages, again
because they are part of the same narrative.
6. Linking proof steps to tutorial pages can be motivated by some connectionist theories
that concepts are organized as linked structures [36].
7. Separating mechanical proof scores from the proof pages that generate them allows
hiding the most routine details of proofs, just as human proofs often omit details in
order to highlight the main ideas [28]; however, proof readers can still view them,
and even execute them on a proof server.
8. The justi cation for giving each kind of webpage a di erent background and a
di erent frame is discussed below.
9. Open subgoals are very important to provers when they read a proof; they are the
leaf nodes of the current proof tree, and hence form a list in a natural way.
The remaining design decisions are justi ed using algebraic semiotics. The basis for
these arguments is that any display to users of information in the system can be seen
as a semiotic morphism from the sign system for concrete proofwebs to that of display
proofwebs.


Windows: The main contents of an abstract proofweb are its proof steps, informal



Backgrounds: Each kind of window has its own distinctive background: tatami

explanations, tutorials, and mechanical proof scores. These four sorts of item are
also the main contents of abstract proofwebs, and their preservation is very basic to
the quality of this representation. This basic classi cation into four sorts is re ected
in our choice to use a separate window to display each of them. Because Tatami
pages are the main constituent of concrete proofwebs, theirs is the master window.
Explanation pages have a persistent popup window triggered by a button on the
master window, and dismissable by the proof reader with a button in its frame;
tutorial and proof score pages are treated similarly, but have di erent colors and
textures. There is also a persistent dismissable popup for lemmas, which has the
exactly same structure as the master window.
pages have a tatami mat background, explanation pages have a pink marble background, tutorial pages have a yellow marble background, and proof score pages have
a blue raindrop background. This again re ects the importance and distinctness of
four main components of concrete proofwebs, and is justi ed by the importance of
their preservation.
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Frames: A similar argument holds for frames. A top \title" frame contains the



Mathematical Formulae: We use gif les for mathematical symbols, in a dis-

name of the current display proofweb. A \button" frame on the bottom supports
navigation; these are slightly di erent for each kind of page, but have a uniform look
and feel. The third frame holds the content, proof pages for the proof steps. Each
persistent window has its own xed layout and frames, with a button that returns
to the page where it was requested.
tinctive blue color, because mathematical signs come from a domain that is quite
distinct from that of natural language.

Some additional, more precise, applications of semiotic morphisms to the user interface of the Tatami system are described in [12]. For example, we were able to show
that certain early designs for the status window were incorrect because the corresponding semiotic morphisms failed to preserve certain key constructors. The graduate user
interface design course now taught at UCSD uses ideas from algebraic semiotics (see
www.cs.ucsd.edu/users/goguen/courses/271/), and we believe that much more can
be done along these lines.

4. Conclusions and Future Research
The Tatami project has come a long way from its beginnings in 1996. Inspired by the
ambitious goals of the CafeOBJ project of which it was a small part, it developed in a
perhaps surprising diversity of directions, including theoretical foundations of behavioral
veri cation for distributed concurrent systems (i.e., hidden algebra), web-based system
development (the Tatami system itself), and user interface design (using algebraic semiotics). Although signi cant progress has been made, a very great deal still remains to be
done in each of these three areas. Fortunately, they are mutually reinforcing. For example, improvements in the user interface design of the Tatami system and its Kumo prover
make it easier to do proofs in hidden algebra, which in turn inspire further developments
in the theory, which in turn inspire further improvements to the system.
In addition, we have new ideas for generalizing algebraic semiotics to better handle dynamic interfaces by extending its foundation from classical algebraic semantics to hidden
algebra. We also plan to use the Tatami system in teaching the UCSD graduate course
on programming languages, which will no doubt stimulate further developments to the
system, its interfaces, and its theory. Finally, we feel we are now in position to begin
developing methodological guidelines for applying hidden algebra and the Tatami system
to dicult applications like communication protocols.
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A. Sample Duck Code
A Duck text for proving correctness of the traditional array-with-pointer implementation of stack is given below. It divides into two parts, the rst for proofs and the second
for display. In addition to the main theorem, there are three lemmas. Each lemma is
proved by induction, while the main goal is proved by coinduction. Each proof part begins with the keyword \proof:" and ends with \[]", which signals that Kumo should
try to nish the proof using its built in tactics that require no user intervention, including reduction, the elimination rules for universal quanti ers, conjunction, and so on. A
name may be optionally given after the keyword \proof:". Comment lines begin with
\***". More detail on this proof can be obtained from its homepage, which has the url
www.cs.ucsd.edu/groups/tatami/demos/array/, and information about the latest version of Kumo can be obtained from the url www.cs.ucsd.edu/groups/tatami/kumo/.
project: Stack
getspec: PTR+ARR.1.klin
relation:
op _R_ : Stack Stack -> Bool .
var I1 I2 : Nat .
var A1 A2 : Arr .
eq (s I1 || A1) R (s I2 || A2) =
I2 == I1 and A1[I1] == A2[I1] and (I1 || A1) R (I1 || A2) .
eq (0 || A1) R (0 || A2) = true .
[]
cobasis: {top, pop}
*****************************************************
proof: <<Lemma1>>
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goal: (forall X Y : Nat)
((s Y) <= X implies (exists Z : Nat)(X = s Z and Y <= Z )) .
by: induction on X with scheme {0,s} []
*****************************************************
proof: <<Lemma2>>
goal: (forall X Y : Nat) ( s X <= Y implies X <= Y ) .
by: induction on X with scheme {0,s} []
*****************************************************
proof: <<PutAndBar>>
goal: (forall I J N : Nat A : Arr)
( I <= J
implies (I || put(N,J,A)) R (I || A) ) .
by: induction on I with scheme {0,s} []
*****************************************************
proof: <<StackThm>>
goal: pop empty = empty and
((forall N I : Nat A : Arr) top push(N, I || A) = N ) and
((forall N I : Nat A : Arr) pop push(N, I || A) = (I || A) ) .
by: coinduction []
****************************************************
display:
title: "Lemma for Pointer Array Implementation of Stack"
<<Lemma1>>
subtitle: "We prove a basic property of the order on natural numbers."
[]
***************************************************
display:
title: "Lemma for Pointer Array Implementation of Stack"
<<Lemma2>>
subtitle: "We prove a basic property of the order on natural numbers."
[]
***************************************************
display:
title: "Key Lemma for Stack Implementation"
gethomepage: /home/klin/he/putandbarhome.html
<<PutAndBar>>
subtitle: "We prove the key lemma for stack implementation."
[]
****************************************************
display:
title: "Pointer Array Implementation of Stack "
gethomepage: /home/klin/he/stackhome.html
getspecexpl: /home/klin/he/stackspecexp.html
<<StackThm>>
subtitle: "We show that array-with-pointer implementation of stack is correct."
getexpl: /home/klin/he/stackexp1.html
<<StackThm.1>>
subtitle: "We prove <math>R</math> is <delta/>-congruence."
getexpl: /home/klin/he/stackexp2.html
<<StackThm.2>>
subtitle: "We prove the main result."
getexpl: /home/klin/he/stackexp4.html
[]
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B. Sample XSL Code
The XML les produced by Kumo as described in Section 2.1.2 are used together with
an XSL style le to generate the html that is actually displayed by the user's browser.
Below is the XSL code for the output of a conjunction elimination rule application:
<xsl:template match="kumo.logic.fol.ConjunctionEli">
<a href="{constant(conjel)}" target="back">Conjunction elimination</a>
yields the following <xsl:apply-templates match="count"/> subgoals:
</xsl:template>

It says that the generated html will contain the text \Conjunction elimination yields
the following K subgoals:" where the integer K is number of subgoals, obtained by
calling another XSL rule, named \count"; a link to the conjunction elimination tutorial
page, the url of which is named by the constant \conjel", is also inserted. (The list of
subgoals is already present in the XML tree that is being processed and therefore does
not need to be inserted by this rule.)

C. A Formal Description of 2-Doags
Here we brie y de ne the data structure that is used for storing validations. If N is
a set, then N  denotes the set of nite lists over N . A 2-doag D consists of a set N of
nodes, a set F of fans, two functions d0 : F ! N and d1 : F ! N  (called source and
target), a set W of \labels" plus a labeling function l : N ! W , such that
1. for each node n, the fans with source n are ordered;
2. for each fan f , the target nodes of f are ordered;
3. let D be the ordinary directed ordered graph constructed from D to have the same
nodes N as D, and to have as its edges from n to n0 pairs (f; n0) such that n0 is
a target node of a fan f with source n, with edges ordered by the ordering of fans
plus that of edges within fans; then D must be acyclic.
The labeling function is just to accommodate the additional information attached to nodes
mentioned in Section 2.2.3. Note that D need not have a unique root and need not be
connected. 2-doags are really a kind of hypergraph, and fans are really hyperedges, but
we use the \2-dimensional" language because of its suggestiveness for our application. A
2-occurrence in D is just a path in D .
[
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